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Choose the correct answer from thefollowing:
1. Which of the following is false?

a. Every vector space is a metric space.
b. Every normed linear space is a metric space.
c. Every metric space is a normed linear space.
d. R" is a banach space W.r.t. any norm.

2. A non-empty subset of a normed space is compact if it is:
a. Closed b. Complete
c. Bounded d. Both (a) and (c)

3. A linear map from a norrned space X to Y is continuous iff Tis:
a. Bounded b. Convergent
c. Continuous d. Complete

4. Which of the following space is not complete?
a. The space 11'
b. the space l'"
c. The space C[O,lj of continuously differentiable function over the norm

IIxl11= I~llx(t) I is complete.
d.None.

5. Which of the following is false?
a. The set 8(X, Y) of all bounded linear operators from X into Y is a subspace of the

space ux,y).
b. A finite dimensional normed space is not a banach space.
c. All norms on finite dimensional linear space are equivalent.
d. None.

lX20=20

6. Which of the following is/are examples of commutative banach algebra?
a. R b. C
c. Both R alld C d. None

7. Two norms 11.111andll.llz are said to be equivalent if 3 in, At> 0 such that:
a. 111l1xll1~ IIxll z :osMllxlll b. mIlxlll ::::Ilxll: :::: M Ilxll:
c. mllxlll ~ IIxll::OSMllxllz d. mllxlll ~ IIxll::::: i\-1I1xll:

8. Which of the following statement is true?
a. A real inner product space is conjugate symmetric.
b. A complex inner product space is linear in the second argument.
c. A complex inner product space is symmetric.
d. A real inner product space is linear in the first argument.
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9. Borei-" ebesgue theorem deals with which property?
a. Boundedness b. Completeness
c. Compactness d. None

10. A linear map T is said to be invertible if:
a. T is continuous.

[Answer question no.1 & any four (4) from the rest]
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b. t=! exists
d. one

11.
e. Both (a) and (b)

Which of the following is true?
a. An inner product space is not a normed linear space.
b. Any finite dimensional nonned linear space is a banach space.
c. The function space Cja.b] is not complete.
d. None.

2. onto
a. Given that T is a linear operator such that T: X ---; Y, both X and Yare

normed spaces. Prove that t=» exists and and is a bounded linear
operator iff 3 aconstallt K>Osuchthat IITxlly2:Kllxlly,'r/xEx.

b. Prove that the linear space C[a, b] of all continuous functions
defined

on [a, b] is a banach space.

a. Given that Y is any subs pace in a normed linear space (X, 11.11).Show
that Y is a closed subspace.

b. State Hahn-Banach theorem. If N is a normed linear space and Xc is a
non-zero vector in N, then prove that there exists a functional fo in
N' suchtl!at ff!J(xo) = Ilxf!J11a1ld Iitoll = 1.

1. State and prove Riesz-representation theorem. Also prove that this
theorem is not true in an incomplete inner product space.

12. The Riesz representation theorem is not true in an inner product space which is:
a. Complete b. ot complete c. Compact d. one

13. Which of the following statement is false?
a. In a Hilbert space the norm induced by the inner product satisfies the parallelogram law.
b. In i:, space, where II > 1 the parallelogram law not is true.
e. In !:, space, where II :> 1 the parallelogram law is true.
d. A complete inner product space is called Hilbert space.

14. Which of the following is false?
a. Differential operators are unbounded b.Jntegral operators are bounded
e. Differential operators are bounded d. None

15. Which of the following statement is true?
a. Any two norms in a finite dimensional space is always equivalent.
b. An inner product space is not a normed space.
c. Any two norms in an infinite dimensional space is always equivalent.
d. one

16. The principle of uniform boundedness is also known as:
a. Closed graph theorem b. Riesz theorem
c. Open mapping theorem d. Banach-steinhaus theorem

17. W!'ich of the following is known as Bessel's inequality for finite case?
a. ).., . '.' b. ..::. " _

.•.......•I(.\.e,il- ~ IIxll- L.,1(x.e,)I-.> IIxll-
1=1 i=J

C. f,(,.e,),= 2: IIxII c d·f!(x,e,}!= = IIxII =
:=1 ,=.1

6. a. State and prove Banach-Steinhaus Theorem.
b. Prove that an inner product space is a normed linear space.

7. a. If H is a Hilbert space, then prove that H' is also a Hilbert space with
the inner product defined by (fx,~') = (y, x).

b. Let T be an 'operator on a Hilbert space H. Then prove that there
exists a unique operator T' on H such that for all
x,y E H,(Tx,y) = (x, T'y).

8. a. Define orthonormal set in a Hilbert space. Let x and y be two
orthogonal vectors in a Hilbert space H, then proV(i: that '

Ilx+ yll: = Ilx-yll: = Ilxll~ + Ilyl(
Show that the space IP with p ;;: 2 is not an inner product space.

b. Derive Cauchy- Schwarz inequality from Bessel's inequality.

3.

4. a. Given M be a closed linear subspace of a normed linear space Nand
let x 0 be a vector not in M. If d is the distance from x 0 to M, then
prove that there exists a functionaljj, E N' such that
fo(,\,1) = 0, fo(xo) = d and Ilfoll = 1.

b. Write the statements of open mapping theorem and closed graph
theorem.

5. a. Define Isomorphism in inner product space. Prove that in an inner
product space if x" -. x Clnd y" -. )', thell IX",y,,) -. (x, y), as 11 -> 0:>.

b. If x and yare any two vectors in a Hilbert space H, then prove that
4(x,y} = IIx + yll2 - IIx - yll2 + illx + iyll~ - illx - iyllz.

18. A nOLl1 in an inner product space is defined by:
a, II,,-!!: = '-~ b. IIxll = ,/(x,y)

e. :1>,,"=', h.'> d'lIxll = .J<x,x)

19. Two vectors x Clnd yare said to be orthogonal if:
a. (x ..v) = 1 b. <x.YI = 2

c. (.Y . ."> - 0 d. None

20. Find the correct statement.
a. The Hahn-Banach theorem deals with extension of linear functional.
b. The series ~ ~=IIIX, e, )I: is divergent.
c. Orthonormal sets are incomplete.
d. one. ==***==
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